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“

We are too fond, I think, of crediting a few

particular individuals with a monopoly of inventive
genius. The world is well stocked with men of
scientific knowledge and wide imagination. Once
the incentive is established, a way can always be
found. Ripe seeds of invention everywhere abound,
and it awaits only a certain combination of need, of
circumstances and, above all, of chance, to decide
which shall germinate.

„

Ricardo group
Our Vision
A world where we can all live sustainable lives
breathing clean air, accessing clean water
and using clean energy, travelling safely and
sustainably while conserving resources.
A business that prioritises sustainability in its
practices by operating safely and efficiently, using
resources and energy wisely and travelling safely
and sustainably.
This vision requires Ricardo to be on a mission
that defines how we will deliver this kind of future.
Ricardo’s numbers
3000 People - 88 Nationalities - 51 Sites - 20 Countries

Our specialties are:

Ricardo Motorcycle centres of excellence
UK Leicester - IT Rimini - DE Schwäbisch Gmünd - CZ Prague

3W

And more...

Ricardo Motorcycle is your full-service partner for the development of motorcycle, powersport and
any other powered light vehicle you are thinking about.

The services
Industrial Design

Market Research

Engineering

MARKET RESEARCH.
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
ENGINEERING.
ELECTRIC & ELECTRONICS.
ANALYSIS & SIMULATION.
Electric & Electronic

1D Wave
Analysis

Analysis & Simulation

NVH

NVH.
PROTOTYPING.

3D CFD (ports
and in-cylinder)

TESTING & DEVELOPMENT.
INDUSTRIALIZATION.

Optimization
loops
Prototyping

Testing & Development

Design proposals

Industrialization

Our method
COMMUNICATIONS.
DEADLINES.
GOALS.
Risk Management through specific tools and methodologies, Time Control and Quality Deliveries,
Integration with Customer Development Process.
GW1

PHASE 1

GW2

PHASE 2

GW3

PHASE 3

PLANNING.

PHASE 5

PROVEN AND STANDARDIZED DEVELOPMENT PROCESS BASED ON GATEWAYS.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MILESTONES.
PROBLEM SOLVING.

GW4

PHASE 4

RISKS CONTROL.

BUDGET.
ANALYSIS.
TEAMWORK .

World-leading industrial design
At the heart of our capabilities is not just engineering
consultancy around propulsion solutions but also
world-leading industrial design for vehicles, that sees
us working with OEMs from ideation to production.
Industrial design is not just about style but a very
multi-disciplinary approach.
Taking in everything from marketing to sociology
to market trends, and customers need trusted
technical experts who understand that and can
guide them on that product development journey.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

We excel in:
MARKET TREND RESEARCH.
BRAINSTORMING.
BRAND DNA MANAGEMENT.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT.
SKETCHING.
SURFACING (A-CLASS).
CLAY MODELLING.
RENDERING.
VIRTUAL REALITY ASSESSMENT.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

IC ENGINE
ELECTRIC & HYBRID
ANALYSIS
EMISSIONS
NVH

Ricardo Motorcycle have built a team of highly
qualified, talented and experienced engineers
with expertise in all areas of modern and complex
vehicles including powertrain, transmission,
chassis, bodywork, electric and electronic.
The advantage of working with a group like
Ricardo is access to a wide range of data,

FULLY INTEGRATED ENGINEERING SERVICES

knowledge and experience. This unique
background is the basis for high quality design
understanding the special needs of new product
development.
All areas of competence are under one roof
offering a comprehensive service to express and
execute challenging and ambitious ideas.

ENGINEERING

Scientific approaches
Ricardo Motorcycle approach design and
development on a scientific method exploiting a
combination of analytic analysis with experience
and experimental activities.
Everything is developed in an organized way that
leads to optimization of time and efforts for the
comprehension of phenomena and generation of
winning solutions.

1
Define the
problem

ENGINEERING

2
Establish
project team

3
Contain the
problem

4
Define root
cause

5
Develop permanent
corrective action

6
Implement permanent
corrective action

7
Monitor
effectiveness

Vehicle propulsion can be made in many different
ways: ICE, BEV or combining both of them in an
hybrid powertrain.
Transmissions can have also different faces, from
a classic sequential manual gearbox to smart
automated transmissions.
Ricardo Motorcycle have the right knowledge and
talents, together with the developed of specific
experiences to answer to all the different needs.

POWERTRAIN & TRANSMISSION

Our services

Port flow
measurement
1D
Wave Analysis

Task 2, 3, 4, 5:
3D CFD
(ports & in-cylinder)

3D CFD (ports &
in-cylinder)

DESIGN, ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION.

Spray flow
measurement

ENGINE DESIGN INTEGRATED INTO THE VEHICLE
DoSEs and Sweep studies

Preliminary
design proposal

PACKAGE & PRODUCT STYLE.
COMBUSTION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (IN
Optimization
loops

Engineers

CYLINDER, PERFORMANCE, EMISSIONS,

Identification of significant
engine parameters for
performance and emission

CALIBRATION).
CONTROL AND ELECTRONICS (HW & SW).

Experience

FUNCTIONAL SAFETY.
Task 8: Air box
simulation

Task 1-1D
Wave Analysis

POWERTRAIN & TRANSMISSION

Task 6: Water
Jacket Simulation

Exemple of complex project organization

Task 7 - Engine
Design Analysis

E-MOBILITY: SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, SIMULATION,

DESIGN PROPOSAL
iteration 01 & iteration 02

NVH AND MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT.
INVESTIGATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS
FROM OTHER SECTORS LIKE TURBO-CHARGING OR
DIRECT INJECTION.
SUPPLY CHAIN & INDUSTRIALISATION.

Vehicle engineering design is fully integrated with
the styling design team from the early stages of
the project. The collaborative approach leads to a
distinctive product in a short timeframe.
Advanced vehicle dynamic simulation, combined
with experience and testing, leads to high
standards in terms of stability, handling and
comfort.
Virtual reality is used to visualize and optimize
packaging in a collaborative environment where
all the stakeholders can be involved concurrently.
In-depth knowledge of technologies, materials and
finishing complete the cutting-edge service that
Ricardo Motorcycle provides.

CHASSIS & BODYWORK

Vehicles are increasing in complexity year after
year. Alternative powertrain such as BEV and
HEV are becoming more established in the light
vehicles market.
In this environment, Ricardo Motorcycle provides a
team of electric and electronic engineers capable
and prepared to develop the vehicles of the future.

ELECTRIC & ELECTRONICS

Ricardo Motorcycle trusts in the support of
analysis and simulation to reach the highest level
of quality and optimization significantly reducing
development time.
A strong but flexible methodology supports
the design from the concept study, producing
prototypes that quickly provide answers and
validation for mass production. In the following
phases analysis and simulation lead to reduced
testing time through the reduction of issues and
thus necessity of development loops.
This approach, besides time reduction, has a direct
effect on development and prototype cost saving.

ANALYSIS & SIMULATION

The build of a prototype is the key event when
the project move from the digital world to the
physical one.
Ricardo Motorcycle pays a lot of attention to
this important phase taking special care during
the assembly through a number of checks and
verifications.
Proto parts are manufactured internally or by a
pool of selected partners.

PROTO-BUILD

Development in a laboratory or on the road is a
crucial part of the development process where
products are fine tuned, verified and released.
Development is undertaken in-house or through
the collaboration with selected partners and in any
case under the guidance and verification of the
Ricardo Motorcycle engineers.

TESTING & DEVELOPMENT

We excel in:
STABILITY, HANDLING, COMFORT.
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR.
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT.
SUSPENSION SETTING.
TYRE SELECTION.
PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT.
EMISSION REDUCTION.
TRANSMISSION DEVELOPMENT.
ENGINE CALIBRATION.
VEHICLE ASSESSMENT.

TEST & DEVELOPMENT

“Proposing a flexible, tailored, state-of-the-art NVH testing
offer, adaptable to every customer’s need”

Ricardo CAE tool set

Targeted model based

Acoustic development

development

NVH

Assessment of attribute
balance

Unique CAE led

Extensive Ricardo

Acoustic development

Integrated cross-

engineering process

NVH database is used

of noise sources and

functional teams will

using concept

to support cascaded

vehicle structures

provide legislative

modelling approaches

target setting and

using CAE to optimise

noise compliance

to provide early full

reduce vehicle

solutions.

whilst maintaining

vehicle pass-by noise

prototype test.

predictions.

performance and
emissions.

The value of a great team
The mission of Ricardo Motorcycle is to become
the partner of choice for the development of new,
challenging and innovative personal light vehicles.
The offer is based on integrated cross-functional
engineering solutions for best efficiency and high end
value.
The competitive solution is achieved through a
talented team of people focused on customers’ needs
And many others talents...

with passion for engineering, commitment, sense of
urgency and responsibility.

Motorcycles by Motorcyclists.

motorcycle.ricardo.com
info@ricardo.com

